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Stop by the GDC 2022 Store for the Latest Merch, Books, and Gifts
  By Staff  |   March 11, 2022 
Whether picking up some new stuff at the Moscone Center or adding them to your shopping cart, the GDC Store is here to make sure you have everything you need for the perfect event.
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Here's the List of GDC Pitch Finalists at GDC 2022
  By Staff  |   March 11, 2022 
GDC Pitch is a special event designed to help select participants practice their game-pitching skills. Eight studios (over the course of two days) will solicit their games in front of a live audience—followed by questions, advice, and feedback.
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GDC Sponsor Q&A: unitQ's Christian Wiklund on Harnessing the Power of User Feedback
  By Staff  |   March 10, 2022 
Developers interested in harnessing the power of user feedback to improve product quality should definitely check out unitQ at GDC 2022. To give you a sneak peek at what unitQ can offer game devs at GDC 2022, we spoke with co-founder and CEO Christian Wiklund for a Q&A.
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Here's How In-Person and Virtual Networking Works at GDC 2022
  By Staff  |   March 10, 2022 
The organizers of GDC 2022 are excited to be returning to San Francisco for in-person networking opportunities—while also providing all attendees the option to network from anywhere in the world through our virtual platform.
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Check Out These Informative Sponsored Sessions During GDC 2022
  By Staff  |   March 9, 2022 
Game industry leaders like Amazon Web Services, Unity, Microsoft, Meta, Intel, Wemade, and more are presenting several interesting talks during GDC 2022—covering a variety of topics in technology, career development, and so much more.
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Here's Everything an Expo, Expo Plus, Specialty, or Online Pass Offers at GDC 2022
  By Staff  |   March 9, 2022 
If you're still deciding which pass works best for you or your company, here's a handy list of details to help you get started!
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GDC Sponsor Q&A: Agora's Hermes Frangoudis on Increasing Engagement Through Voice Chat
  By Staff  |   March 8, 2022 
To give you a better sense of what the expect from the show and our partner Agora, we got in touch with Hermes Frangoudis, Director of Developer Relations and Partner Engineering, to find out more about Agora's audio streaming and expansion into the metaverse.
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Check Out These Exciting GDC 2022 Sessions From Our Colleagues at Omdia
  By Staff  |   March 8, 2022 
Omdia is a research firm that brings unparalleled, world-class research and consultancy to navigate the challenging modern business landscape.
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Be Sure to Get Your COVID-19 Booster by March 14 for GDC 2022
  By Staff  |   March 7, 2022 
Some GDC attendees will be required to have either a third booster dose—or a negative COVID-19 test in addition to their two-dose vaccine.
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GDC Sponsor Q&A: Digital.ai's Amir Amitai on Gaining Cybersecurity Tools From a Former Hacker
  By Staff  |   March 7, 2022 
Devs interested in protecting themselves against cheating, mods, copycat games, and more will have a chance to meet with representatives from Digital.ai and check out the sponsored session "Welcome to the Shift Show" from Amir Amitai, Director of Threat Research at Digital.ai.
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Here's How GDC 2022 Is Committed to Improving Its Environmental and Social Impact
  By Staff  |   March 7, 2022 
We are proud of our commitment to having a positive environmental and social impact on the communities and industries we work within, and have taken the following steps to achieve these goals during this year's in-person and virtual event.
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Be Sure to Check Out These Sponsored Developer Sessions at GDC 2022
  By Staff  |   March 4, 2022 
At GDC 2022, you’ll have the chance to attend several Sponsored Developer Summits, brought to you by sponsors like Unity Technologies, Adobe, and Autodesk. Here’s a quick selection of don’t-miss talks from this batch of sessions.
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Road to the IGF Part 1: The Stories Behind 2022's Top Indie Games
  By Staff  |   March 4, 2022 
The Independent Games Festival Awards are coming up, and Game Developer is highlighting every nominee in the annual "Road to the IGF" series. Here is the first batch of interviews—including Overboard!, Tux and Fanny, and Fuzz Dungeon.
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GDC Sponsor Q&A: payabl. CEO Ugne Buraciene on Helping Businesses Thrive
  By Staff  |   March 3, 2022 
To give you a better sense of what the expect from the show and our partner payabl., we got in touch with CEO Ugne Buraciene to find out more about the company's focus on helping businesses grow and thrive, especially in the video game industry.
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Here's Everything an All-Access, Core, or Summits Pass Offers at GDC 2022
  By Staff  |   March 3, 2022 
If you're still deciding which pass works best for you or your company, here's a handy list of details to help you get started!
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 Connecting the Global Game Development Community
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